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/

Inyehtion is back in fashion. One res ult has been a great

diversity .in what the word is nade to-mean. To some, it means ,the

highly disciplined use of a set,of topics; to others--judging from

somepapers at recent Conferences on College Composition and Com-

munication--it nar.mean something as nebulous as getting students

to,fifeel,good" before they start to write. Or it may form' part of

a sales-inducing titYe for a series of readings or &composition

-;ext:. Upon examination, one 'finds that the contents between the

-foyers bear only the smallest resemblance to what ought to char-
,.

acterize a text devoted to perhapS the Most important of the arts

of rhetoric, invention. .

.

In response tothis exploitatibh, I want to argue fo a rig-

orous definition of invention by appealing to the self"intere of

the practitioner of that art. Then, lest the

seem too far removed from the

composition-class, or even an

I want to describe' t plan that permitsn'a-gradual troducti

4

realities, of the

demands of 6e art

frOhman
.g Trte,

to

average

advanced expository
,

.

the challenges of:invention, at the
. .

using the art become increasingly obv
,

ame,t1me th thtbenefits of

ous.,n other WOrds, I\ ah

theworking'here with the beginnings of a theory, of inStiouction, I

art' of inVention:. a Systematic basis; for making decisions

-teaching it.
Catherine E. Limb
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InventiOnis the process' of: inquiry through which4one arrives

at propositions and develops arguments in support of them. I find

definition useful because it encompasses, I believe, the

.emphases in CurrentHaork on'invengPOn by people'such at Burke,.

_Corbett,' Rohmahn and Wlecke, Young, Becker and Pikeland Winterowa.

Why define invention in'this way and then make it a major part of-
,

a writing course? Because it is in this form. that one's students

are Most likely:to profit from the benefits which using a method--

of invention makeS possible.'

Rhetorician; have always been interested in increasing their

control of the writing process, at the Bartle time recognizing that

what is a partially intuitive process cannot be And ought not to

be made a fully conscious one. From ,this perspective, by teachipg

.

invention along :with the other'arts of rhetoric, we are giving our'
-

students as complete an understandings we can of what is involve

in the process'of writing. The rhetorical proceeq,begins when one

is aware of the desire to communicate, continues-with a'formulation

of the-focus of one's intelest and an exploration of the ways An

which one might develop it. All these are concerns of invention.

Only then does one consider such natters as what content will

I actually be'used, how it will .be organized and which stylistic

features are appropriate. In sum, if we Ataim writing can be

taught,wh-y not take into"iccount the:entire arocess,'Irather than
,

leaving the development of-essential skills to c nce?

Students who master a method of' inventi3Ofi are well on their

-way to 'becoming independent thinkers and /iters. There are at
1

least three types of Innuiry facilitated by A method of invention:
/'

,
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retrieving information one already possesses, which is not easily

accessible because one is' not aware of.it; analyzing a. problem to

determine what informatiOn one needs but does not have; finally,

discoverinR,,actually creating--or so it''seems to the discoverer.

new knowledge.

. The extent to which particular methods,of invention actually

increase-these skills has been exp o in formal testing situd-% N

tions (Hohmann and, Wlecke, 1964; Ne son 1969; Odell, 1974; Young

and Koen, 1973). My own experiences eiriforce the findings-44-

these tents. Once students understand the principles involved,

they can quite easily use methods of invention as a retrieval

process I remember_ well a woman who shad written a pleasant

enough, although not well focused, essay on her experiences with

her adopted son. When I worked with her on ways to improVe it,

using a simplified form of tagmemic-invention, I asked her to begin

by iderItifyingipJquestion which would enable her to concentrate on

the aspect of.heti4 son she was most interested In and then to explore

.that. Using a set-of questions as a retrieval procedure, she was

able to enrich her essay with such details as ho hard it was for'
,

her to punish him because he was always so a epting of it; how,

as a fourth gradefs-he had wanted to end his savings on canned

goods for his teacher when she h'ad said how pool', she was.

Essays lacking concrete detail are familiar t/C. us* all, as are

writing'.situat.ions where the second use of .inventionanalysis--
.

is* valuable: I haiie just finished reading4nAssay comparing John-
---

Winthrop's, Thomas, Jefferson's and Henry Thoreau's Views qn the

ideal form of government. The essay was primarily a series of too

4

.
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1 easily made generalizations which the writer:mtght-have avoided

had she inquired more rigorously into the gaps t her knowledge of

the three men's views. -A set of topids would have provided her' with

the means for doing so. (These two examples are illustrations of

the use of invention as an aid in the revising, stage of the writing

process, in the pre-writing stage. I use'them because it Is

only in the completed essay,. that one is able.to determine best how

well the student has applied the art.)

Finally, successfully' using a method of invention as'akdiscov-

pry procedure 'is --the sort of experience one hopes for both for

one's students and one's self. In any - bontext other than,an immed-
.

lately personal one, these,,discoveries may be insignificant, but
\ , -,.

that hardly negates their value for the discoverer. A student of

mine was able'to usp-the insights gained from having read a par-

ticular short story tounderstanq why her peers in'a small college

'continued to -waste foOd even after it was demonstrated to them

that.it_was not tot their advantage to so. Whet? I began study-

,ing invention, I remember my great:excitement when the answer to a

question I asked both.a.holAt;the soldier Thom Gunn's poem

"Innocence" and the soldier in Isaac Babel'ss o "Crosing IntO

Poland" provided me with'a fi-amework'for making a coherent inter-

pret4tionof the latter.

4

In a

experience

ense, eyen though I have used examples from my own

I have. just desdribed an. ideal: what, using the art of
I

invention ought to be and d for us as teacherl and students'of

process -. The challenge for us is to find a way to

translate -this. ideal into a' reality *. students who may not value



working rigorously with abstract intellectual ideas, who may not

be particularly interested'in excelling as writers. The problem

is compoUnded by the fact that b6ing-able to use a method of in-

vention well requires practice,Aso.much so that mastering the method

of invention can become an end-in itself. §Elidents are frequently

unable to see what a method can .do forthem becalthe they are so

overwhelmed by what it has done to them.

When I began to uxderstand home of the problems my students

were-aving with iny ntion (and here I'm speaking of-Ttudents both

in a community col =ge and in a four year liberal arts college), I

realized I neede some sort of bpis for planning an .thtroduction

to :,invention, o e which would allow me to tailor a course plan to=

the needs of articular classes and students.- That is, I needed a

theor,y_of i struction--strategiesfor capitali4ing on the available_

methods of invention and their useg.--as a way.of leading my students

to mast ing,a method of invention in A sense defined in the

first art of .this essay.

saw that what I had originally thought of simply as a way

to lassify methods'of invention might also provide me with the

p nciples for planning that I needed. The basis for classifica-

ion is this: methods of ,invention may be seen as systematic or

unsystematic, to be.used by individuals or groups. By "system-
,

aic4" I mean a method which provides for consciously performing a,.

/ set of explicit operations, as a guidein4one's inquiry.' "Ulsys-

tematie' methods are characterized ly,their haphazard approach to

/

the task of invention. ,The.. ifferences between unsystematic anct
.

.

.
.

-
.

. .

systematic methods are op44 us to, the distinctions Jerome Bruner
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makes between two general aPprpaches 'children. use in Playing--

"TwentY''Questidns." At one extreme on a contitlum of responses

are thenPotshotters" who mak4'no attempt to define the limits df

their inquiry or to utilize information from questions previously

asked. Instead; they are quick to propose, hypotheses of any kind,

In contrast, the "- constructionists" attempt to locate the constraints
"1

in a problem which then aid them In normulating a'hypothesis.

They do not ignore informatron.froWprevious questions; they build

onit (Bruner, 1964). Someone using an unsystematic method has a

goal, but no clear idea of how to get there. If he uses a system-

atic method, he has a definite' strategy, which increases his

chances for success.

V None of.the four categories--unsystematic group, unsystematic

individual, systematic group, systematic individualis clearly

distinct from any of the other t'hree. For example, most freshman

composition texts whose approach is unsystematic use what seem to

be an'arbitrarily selected number of Aristotelian.topics. Neither

are group and individual methods necessarily mutually exclusiVe.

method designed for the individual writer may be used with a

gEOup and vice versa. However; the group methdds (which are not

pan's of formal rhetorics) appear to%function Optimally when used

by groups. Individual methods used by indivielals.permit a greater

degree of refinement and exactness th is pqssible in a group,

especially. if the group is ope ting democratically._

I want to emphasize here-my,view oethe value of this'classi-
,

fying N-oeess:- what is 'ost valuable about the' matrix formed by

these twO sets of Variables, not that it Classifies methods of
1 \-

o

;11
)' 4

--,-/,/
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invention in neat, clearly distiiict categories, but that.it.,suggests

-. the kinds of choices in teaching inventiorf;.*;

Unsystematic Group Methods,

In the most general sense,-this category covers classroom:

situations where Students 'are composing 4s a group. After a general

topic is agreecrupen, indi;idualss, at random, suggest ways.in which

it may be-amplified. t

One refineMent of'the above activity is a form of what has

come to be called "inquiry teaching," where an ihstructor sets out

a.problem and the students, working together, try to find a solu-

tion. Byron_Massialas and Jack Zevin, in Creative Encounters in

the Classroom, provide case studies of several such high school.

classes in a variety of disciplines.

Because no method ,of inquiry is taught, the context-1n which

the inquiry.takes place becomes vital. It is the teacher who is

chiefly responsible for setting up*and maintaining this supportive

framework. One part Of his or her role is to select the problem.

Massialas and Zevin 'used experiences shared with students (eaamin-

ing a statue, reading a poem, looking at maps) for providing the

raw material. ropr6lem. From these experiendes, they formulated

a question,which Students were, to answer. They endeavoUred to

make the questions of sufficient_intervt so that-students would

be motivated to look for an answer. Note that the students become

active in the process after a problem has been decided upon.

Once an inquiry s begun, the teacher becomes more facilita-

la. -

tor than expert. H may perform such functions .as summarizing main-
..

fdear netting atiscussion gsqing-that has bogged down. When

8

1.
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students have decided on what they think is a satisfactory answer"

or haVe reached an impasse, the teacher steps in:again as expert,

usually with whatever backgroUna.ihrormation was omitted frOm the

original problem statement.

The inquiries themselves are characterized' by studentsbring-

ing up what they consider to be relevant information. "-This i for-.

mation is then evaluated by tither students or by theirdsking

questions of one another or:tlie teacher. Their inquiries are u

.directed in the sense that students are not taught a proce,d re to

follow. However, when °Ile examines class tr scripefOns, a Form

in their inquiry emerges., Theysexplore alternatives and then

seledt one of-them,-after they have been persuaded by arguments

presented, for It. They do not themselVes formally evaluate the

hypothesis; instead, they appeal to expqrt authority_the teacher.

(One of the"hook's weaknesses is that the OmntcriptionNf cla

show primarily tudentS whd, are- spontaneous' and creative n their

investigakions. We see only the procs.Of inquiry flourishing,

,

and none of its growth pains.. A teacher'yho would be delighted

/ .i ,,

.

With similar results is given little neltAn'how to achieve them.)
.. 4

.
,

There is a difference between questions arising from rhetOr-
.

. tit-i'
...:-/.. I

ical prOblems and those discussed in th,VsUmniary of Massialas and,
.!

/ Zevinis work, For example, a question- uch as, "What can one do
fl f

to increase the chancts for-cooperati6 from a hostile audience?",

has no right answe-r o the dert4nty ssible when One asks, "What

kind ofiduliur roduced°this piece dr:soulpturie?".,, althou-giri-ts

comparative lack q certainty does 40 mean it cannot beworked

with: Students workin n a question sue?) as the- fo4Mer.must
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tolerate additional uncertainty and are encouraged to be more inde-`

pendent of the teacher. Massialas and Zevin would probably argue.

that the distinction just drawn is not valid. Yet, their stimulus;
Y

material.isalwaystaccenfromsourceswhoseidentitycanjjeveri-
./'

fled and, sooner or later, they provide students, with e verifi-
.

cation.
, .

The most obvious limitation of unsystemat c group methods may

alsp,be their greatest strength. Group met ods work best with

groups and rhetoric is, finally, an ind idual activity. While it

is highly unlik y that mastery of an unsystematic group method

would be the end goal of a composit on course, such a method teems

valuable as a way, of ,easing stud

A teacher may use.an unsystema c group method of the kind just .

described in 'designing a curr culum for students who are not only

unfamiliar with invention i general but are also unused t having

is into the study of invention.j

to think rigorcuslY and p stematlHally. .The teacher ,may be par-.

-ticularly concerned about how to engage and maintain students'
4

interest in invention, as well/as in controlling the order in which

they encounter key concept d He may begin with an un-

systematic group method which places (remand on students as

individuals. They may or may not' participate; yet they have the

chance to see the Oocess in action, and, one hopes, to be con-
.

vinced of,:its worth. They are also engagingin a simplified form

of the propess.; Because they need not concern themselves with"

foOuSing their inquiry or evaluating its results in anytrigoroip

ma ertsjtrscan_concern themselves with just the'exploration,aspect

' Furpher the insikhts-g 1..ned_mav make s more ,-ceptive to
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the values oy a systematic indiVidual method. The questions one
0

asks-in a syftematic individual method provide a number of pen:-

spectives-, just as individuals' contributions, in a group do.

Those student who become, impatient with the apPareht formlessAess

of classroom interactions in the kind of situation described

earlier may well begin to see the value in working consciously

with a discovery procedure. Hence, there may be .value in ordering

the various Methods in sequence; in treating hem as complementary

And mutually reinforcing, rather than-as,mutually exclusive alter-

natives.

I have not myself made any _extensive use of wystematic
.

grdun methods, chiefly because I have been reluctnt to take the

t ime to develop.a group's inquiry skillssas a group.

Unsystematic Individual Methods.

Until quite recently, before the appearance of such text as

RosS Winterowd's The Contemporary Writer; most freshman compos

texts, if they included a discussion oP'invention at all, treated
,

it in anTniarsteMatic way. They provided us who like to think of
Art i

ourselves as rhetoricians with'easy targets for criticism. These
A

//
texts` appeared to provide/more direction for students than, the

,group method just dismissed, but the guidance remained at the level
0

A-, ,

4.of suggestion: ip/eflect, "Here are some things yought try' if

you're having, rouble thinking of whdtto say." The notion that

an emphasisoeinvention might appreciably affect the quality of

the cOmpleted essay is absent.:and,so the,pFocess-
-
itself is virtu...,

, ---- .
, 0

ally passed over.

A' teacher who views the-study of invention as a necessary

11
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part of the Study of rhetoric would hardly be satisfied-teaching

Only an unsystematic individual method. I have, however'had some

using a form of this4approach in the early stagesof

7//
freshman writing course as a way, of grad lly inducing changeln

my students' conception.of the writing process. Peter F bow's

00014 Writing Without Teacherse was the basis for this part of the

course. Elbow begins where I saw my students and me to be: he

writes about his struggles to get something
ddown

on paper and then

leads the reader through a discussion of writing as "growing" and

"cooking," the two processes which/have most helped him and his
ti

students as writers. By vielfin biting as growing, he,meas to

stress the developmental' spects of the act of writing. One finds

what one wants to say by writing it out. Wrii as cooking com-

plements this first process: here, one acquires new perspectives
.,

th7ough-puirposely getting conflicting or contrasting material to
--

interact. With these two down to earth4netaphors, Elbow is also
. \

. ,

providing students with a clear, easily _understood explication of

the pqnciples,,,Werlying the art of invention.
.

, i ----

In the early part of the course, I stres,Sed writing as growing,.

a continuing process" rather 'than a finisHed produwhich the

teacher proofreads for grammatical and sp'1ling errors. We :used

free writingsan unsystematic individual' method, to develop:and

clarify ideas as a way of focusing attention on what happens before

one is ready to write'a, complete essay. 'This experience was new

to most students, but I expected ..t would put little stress on

them intellectually.

I asked students to-hand in ,their free writing along with the

12
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completed essay so I could see which students had used the process

in the way I had wanted the%to. By the third assitnment,-.half of

the students in the class were doing so:. succedsive versions con-

4
tained substantial new conten sometimes thetopic-itse ed)

or content th4had. appeared be re was now rearranged or altered

. in some wag,t beyond, the level of i dividual sentence's. Studentd

who did not use the processor used perfunctorily, but who

wrote satisfactory _essays anywayi were of penalized. I waspleased

that such a high i!roportion used it voluht rily.

Systematic Group Methods'

7
wiAp sysbemat'ic group methods, one inC1'eas s one's chances

for successfully solving a problem. Another gen 1 lab.el for

them might be "braindtorming." Like unsYsbematic group methods,-
.

they were originally developeil for use in areas outside of rhetoric.
._

Their releVance here is that they tdo function:ad a way gathering
, ,

information -solving a particular prdblem.- Also, like an un-

systematic grow. method, the chief 'value of a systematic groUp

- method in a compoSitiOn class is that it provides an introduction

x
to in individual #ystematic method. UnAke the unsystematic group

methbd described,its chancesfor'success do not depend solely on

the supportive framework' created by an instructor, .which facili-

. tateS contributions by group members, but also on techniques that
.

loatticipants utilize consciously. Brainstorming as diddUssed here

is a more sophisticated process Than that implied by the popular

use of-the term.
-

In Applied Imapanation,:Alpx F. Osborn, an early :popularizer
.,

of brakilstorming, divides the problem-solvinl process

13
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stages: ."fact-finding," " sea - finding' and "solution-finding."

The emphasis in first stage is'on defining the problem by

gathe and analyzing all the available relevantgodata. "Idea-

finding"- covers the basic exploratory function of invention; the

Methodsdsborn,discusses daze all designed(to utilize association

of ideas. Finally, in "solution- finding," one evaluates and then

selects from proposedansviers using four que;stioni: "Is the idea

Simple enough? Is it compable-with human nature? Is it timely?

Is It feasible ?"

While a group is brainStorming\ Osborn insists that two prin-

ciples be adhered to. It must defer judgment on ideas expressed
\\\

and it must emphasize the qiiantity of ideas produced; In support

of the fOismers.he cites a udy showing that group brainstorming

th deferment of judgment

idea than individual bra

ideas ar- "potentially us

-values quant = because

produced seventy peroent more "good"

nsV6rming without deferment. ("Good"-

ful and relatively unique." Osborn

*o-f-yi-s-studies indicates that-a-group-

produces seve ty-eight aercent more good ideas in the second half

nnof its operation th in.the first half.)

W. J. J. Gordcnq-gyed- describes a Tefinement of Osbornts

brainstorming. "Synectics", itself means "the loining together of '

different and apparently irrelevant elements." The resulting

process 'is an attempt to make conscious use of the "preconscious

psychological mechanisms" present in the Creative act. Research-
.

eased on synect'ics.theory makes the following assumptions:

(i) that the creative process in human beings can be Coh-...

cretely,described and, furthers.thatJsound description
should be .usable in teaching methodology to increase

,

ti
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the'creative output of both individuals* groups..
(ii) that the cultural phenomena of inventi6 n the arts

and in science are analogous and ate'Characterized b

the same fundamental psychic proces`ies;
that individual process in the creative enterprise
enjoys a direc analogy to the group process (pp. 5-7,5).

,

There are"two elegantly simple; complementary mechanismk

Synectics uses to promote creative'activitv. -The first, " making
'

the strange familia-r" applies to the ."problem-stating" phase of

the process. In this phase, the group attempts to understand and

define the problem it has been given. It (Ries so by analyzing the

0oblem determine its similarity to something knon previously-.

But, Gordon ,points out, this 'technique used,alone is not likely to

result in anoxeltolution. The real challenge, viewing a problem

from,:a new perspective, is .embodied in the second principle,

"making the familiar strange." Both principles involve the use of'

metaphor; the .second;\in particular';gakeS_extensivs use of

analogy, which Gordon defines as "comparisons between things with

like functions and different forms. ".

The arguments presented by advocates of systematic group

rather than individual approaches to problem solving suggest that

their approaches may be 'ot significant value in,developing a

writing cOurse. If a systematic group method/does indeed produce_

more and better results faster, a teacher: may more easilyage

itudentst- -Apterest in' the process by beginning wit mch a method

ol4"using it as' a step between unsystematic group and stematic
.

Individual methods. Osborn is unequivocal in are the
e 7

saperiority'of,the group. The principle ote.ssociatiom woks' more

Jeffectively,in a""two=way current": the person making the as oci-
.

ation is stimulated as 'well'as those hearing it-made. The_reSul

.
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'of.thii "social facili ation".iS that "free associations:on the

paTtcof adults are f om sixty-five to ninety -three ercent more--
4

numerous in group ctivity, than when working alone (pp.:154-155)."

Two other factors affect high' group productivity': the stimulation

\that rivalry provides and' the group's insistence that, inittally

at least, all suggestions be accepted.

Mardon summarizes the benefits of group over individual

problem-s& lying in slightly different.ways. A group is usually

much mo e effi Bent, thah an individual'. "A Synecti,cs group can

compress into a dew hours the kind of semi-conscious mental activity

whi might take months of incubation for a single person (pp.

11 . Like Osborn, he maintains that group sir port increages in-
/

dividual daring.' Finally, the diverse,packgrpunds among 'embers

(including, for example, sculptors, zoologists d marketing men)

are a' way'of ensuring -a wide range of responses. (One'aimitation

in using Synectics in the classroom is' apparent here. .A teacher

does-not .usually have-the-optien of choosing the members of his

class.)
---- .

.

..L
Not surprisingly, other studies of tirainstorming. (Taylor et
....-_ .

.
s ,

'' al.,, 1958; Dunnette et al.:1.963-) have challenged some or the con-

. clusions-of Osibornand Gordon, although one noted that subjects
A

get more ideaS.in individu41-SesSions after a group,session. That---
is, zrciiip sessions may perform .a valuable warm-up function. To

the extent that one can generalize from ,the results of the last

two experiments, it would appear that at the very least, a group

approac to invention can serve. to nrepa e and stimulate an 'indiv-

wdrking on the same probleM.

.16
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My own use of systemati group methods .has been limi d to an

.
'adaptation of Gordon's Synectics 4s a systematic indivi ual method.

The first time I used Elbow's' book I had originally planned to use

brainstorming as a step between...writing as groying/and a system-

atic individual method. I took 1t out only becase I thought I was

cluttering up''" he curriculum with'oo many di ferent methods.

Quite by chance, I found out brainstorming, ght have been a par-

ticularly effective transition device for this class. In an infor-

mal discussion a group of students/and I were liaving about,the

class, two of them said they ha bad previous experiences with

brainstorming. One, had. used -in a criminology clasi to solve

murders And the other.had o ce worked,for an advertisfrig executive

who used it.

S stematic Individ 1 Methods

Systematic indivi ual methods, because we are likely to be

most familiarwit t ems:require the-least introduction. The ib-

liography at thele'n of this essay lists tourdet for,Puither

'Iformation.,. These ethods--E: P..J. Corbett's'adaptation of classi-

cal rhetoric, ken eth Burke's Pentad, RohmaAn and Wlecke's work

,

with the AnalOgy and Meditation, Young, Becker and Pike's tagmemic

rhetoric--best ypify the advantages I have claimed earlier for

teaching invention.

At least on the freshman level, it seems unwise to introduce,

more,than one af them in a class. When I used Elbow's notions of

growing and:cooking;I'tised as my first examples of Cooking, work

'with the-MedltatiOn and the- Analogy similar to that discussed by

Rohmann and Wleckd. In theory, thesq assignments were to function

1 :7

t
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cognitivfKand affective bridges to what 1 thought '5t as a more,
_

IpphisticAted method, tagmemic invention. 4-49e ved that I:was
43,

"king students to perform fewei and"less compl

t prewriting stage than tagme.mic Invention req

ik
reilstance to the intellectual rigor involved might be reduced.

UnfOrtunately, most students could not master the Analogy and the

Medtation in the time allotted in the syllabus, and, because their

mastery was not my main goal in the course, r went on with my

. course, plan.
-4,

Irtspl.te of mistakes such as the above, my attention to

ope

an so any

gradualAchange in the course's design seemed to w ork. The first

time Illsed this approach as a, preparation for 'teaching a simpli-
--e

fled fO f tagmemic invention, two thirds of the students were

using tit' t of questions Successfully on their own by the third

assignment The content. under each question for exploration showed

.they were, Ware of helethe questions were to be used and, secondly,
L. It-

their essayiphowed evidence of their having utilized information
,

gained in the;exploration I was paeaspd with this success rate

because my earlier attempts trying to teaCh'inyention had been as
:11

'frustrating foi.ile as thdy were for my students Students also

. -....,_

saw value" in hey were being taught. In evaluating the course,
,

they described it as, "difficult, but very stipulatingri "difficult,

,.
but with end results':;. "a challenge.- ,

E ,i
r

What hapipens,to the study of the rest of therhetori.cal
(

'process in a course designed around%a,series ptmethods of inven-
: .

I

'tion? Quite clearly, df a teacher's goal is t,q have students

master,a systematic meth d of invention, its 0!;mpleXity almost

ensures that it will dominatd;a'coursel---FortunaeiV,' systematic

18
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methods are applicable elsewhere in the rhetorical proceps (although

to varying degrees); a teacher has 'many opportunities to demon

strate their value. Tagmemic invention andBurkeis Pentad may be

used in audience analysis; ,forms- of questions may become organizing
,

principles for essays; virtually any set of topics is_extremely

.

valuable for an yzing an already formed discourse, whether by a ...._

student or a professional. In other words, the method of invention

used becomep a unifying principle in the course,\-o.n several levels.

There' is much I do not know about how to order an _present

methods -of invention. I cannot even demonstrate that any success

I have had teaching a systematic individual method_can be accounted

fOr by this'ariproach. My own experience _suggests that, at the very

, .

,least, this approach changes students' attitudes concerning what

is of v ue in the wting process. There are other ouestionS

which should beexplOred: Are some c8mbinations more promising

than others? To what extent do students in. a course stIruc,tured'in

this way master skills associated' with the art of invention: an- 1

increased ability to make discriminations and to use-re-levant

tail in support' of hypothees'and propositions? Answers to

questions such as these will:help us in formulating a theory'of

,instructioff:in.thefart of invention.

"I\
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